noraplan® sentica – the new floor covering concept from nora systems, combining all the positive functional characteristics of a rubber floor covering such as long life and comfort with the sophisticated design aspirations of international architects.

For feeling good in the indoor space of today.
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FEEL GOOD  
ON EVERY LEVEL.

Life is colourful. Colours reflect and influence our feelings. Architects are making increasing use of this knowledge, particularly in creative and atmospheric designs of buildings like hospitals, universities and administration offices. nora systems has recognised this trend and now incorporates it for the first time in an innovative rubber floor covering. The result is convincing, has 38 brilliant colours, and is called noraplan® sentica.

Trend researchers, colour experts and architects have worked together on the harmonious colour composition of noraplan® sentica. Their aim was to accommodate the colour and design trends of the future and the requirements of sustained building.

With 32 mutually combinable colours and 6 accentuating colours, the stipulation for an extensive colour range has been more than fulfilled. It gives architects a broad variety of design options for conceiving a creative spatial atmosphere with a feel-good sensation.

Another contributing aspect is the discreet granulate design, which gives noraplan® sentica an almost uni-coloured appearance over the laid area as a whole, while still visually hiding any dirt. noraplan® sentica proves that optimum functionality and elegant design do not have to be a contradiction in terms.

A further crucial factor that makes an unseen, but decisive contribution to feeling good in buildings is a healthy indoor climate. noraplan® sentica achieves this with its attributes as a low-emission rubber floor covering. Certified by independent institutions, including the Blue Angel seal of approval, noraplan® sentica meets the high standards for good indoor air quality, offering sustained reliability for building developers and users.
GREAT ARCHITECTURE AROUSES GREAT FEELINGS. AND BEGINS WITH THE RIGHT FLOOR.
GREAT ARCHITECTURE AROUSE GREAT FEELINGS.

10 FACTS ABOUT FEELING GOOD.

FEELGOOD FACT 01
38 new colours. Developed by international architects and leading colour experts, the harmonious colour combinations offer the perfect scope for designing indoor areas to feel good in.

FEELGOOD FACT 02
Exceptionally brilliant colours. noraplan® sentica, with its expressive and extremely radiant colours, is a persuasive solution for creative and top-quality interior design that will set the standard for years to come.

FEELGOOD FACT 03
Perfect combination possibilities. 32 harmonious colours together with the 6 accentuating colours are the key to diverse creative possibilities. The defined colour spectrum allows for both horizontal and vertical, as well as diagonal combinations.

FEELGOOD FACT 04
Certified environmental compatibility. Like all other nora® products, noraplan® sentica has been awarded numerous Green Design certificates. We promote sustained building with our ecological awareness. For people and the environment.

FEELGOOD FACT 05
One-stop shop. Whether 2 mm or 3 mm, matching skirtings or special characteristics including for electrostatically dissipative or acoustic floor coverings, noraplan® sentica offers you the perfect choice for a uniform appearance and consistent design.
Feelings are one thing, facts another. It is perfect if both are convincing. Only then integral spatial concepts can be realised, and take into consideration the needs and wishes of all those involved. The architect can plan creatively and turn his design vision into reality. The building developer can assert his stringent specifications for sustainability and value preservation, while the building operator can focus on people’s comfort and a feel-good environment for them. noraplan® sentica delivers this capability. For feeling good.

FEELGOOD FACT 06
Ultimate performance. Like all our floor coverings, noraplan® sentica is manufactured from rubber. This means an extremely long life together with unrivalled resistance to wear.

FEELGOOD FACT 07
nora one® — a fully certified flooring system. nora one provides the best possible solution for semi-wet bonding of rubber floor coverings. The combination of low-emission nora floors with suitable floor installation products and flooring installers specially trained by nora form a certified complete system.

FEELGOOD FACT 08
nora® pad – there is no easier way to clean. The use of nora® pads means that only water is needed for maintenance cleaning. Ecological and economical cleaning and care – for the highest standards of hygiene and cleanliness.

FEELGOOD FACT 09
Rubber through and through. The extremely dense and closed surface of nora® rubber floorings allows them to be cleaned economically without the subsequent application of a coating. A future-proof investment for future-proof buildings.

FEELGOOD FACT 10
Comfortable and safe. Slip-resistant, permanently resilient and shock-absorbing. For ultimate safety in the event of fire, free of PVC, phthalate plasticizers and halogens. There are many facets to feeling good.
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EVERY COLOUR HAS ITS OWN EFFECT.

38 colours for combining with one another
noraplan® sentica features 32 harmonious colours complemented by 6 accentuating colours. The sentica colour system allows colours to be perfectly combined with one another both horizontally and vertically, as well as diagonally.

38 colours for feeling good
The design of noraplan® sentica varies from the harmoniously discreet to the reserved. This enables us to create floor areas with a practically uni-coloured character, giving them a modern, pleasantly calming and inviting appearance.

38 colours for designing
noraplan® sentica applies aesthetic design decor to modern interior architecture, and at the same time provides a basis for elegant room designs with an ambience for feeling good.
We have 38 colours that make an impact.

A broad colour spectrum such as the one used for noraplan® sentica does not come into being on its own. Leading architects and colour experts assisted us in developing this new floor covering. The result is unique: A rubber floor covering with an inspiring variety of colours in outstanding brilliance. For individual spatial designs with a feel-good ambience.